
If you’re anything like me, you probably spend more
time in your laundry than you’d like. It truly never ends!
 
And while you can’t do much about the amount of
washing you have to do, you can make your laundry a
calm space where you can work efficiently — so you can
get out of there and enjoy your day!
 
The size of your laundry will determine the size of this
decluttering exercise. My laundry area is quite small — I
don’t have room to do all the laundry tasks in there
(the sorting and folding usually takes place on my bed). 
 
But it is part of a bigger utility room so it also contains
all sorts of random things such as shoes, hats, the kids’
bikes, and sporting equipment. It is also where our cat
eats and sleeps at night.
 
Mess can happen quickly in this room so it’s important I
keep it organised and clutter-free. 
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Plan your perfect laundry. Before you start, take some
time to plan your ideal laundry. Have an idea of what
you’d like to do in your laundry and what you need in
there for it to work efficiently. 
 
If your current laundry becomes cluttered because you
don’t have enough cupboard space, bench space or
shelving consider buying storage. It doesn’t have to be
expensive — something as simple as a small shelf close
to your washing machine could be the perfect place to
store washing powder and other cleaning products,
which would free up bench space or low cupboard space
(and keep it out of the reach of children).
 
Take down everything and put it somewhere you can
easily see it all. 
 
Throw away anything that is obviously rubbish (lint
balls, tissues, empty containers). If you seem to collect a
lot of rubbish consider buying a small bin to keep in
your laundry to take care of the pocket rubbish and lint
as you come across it.
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Sort it out. Start with the ‘keep’ pile. What is essential?
Sort the rest into three piles — keep, toss, donate. Don’t
keep anything broken or anything you won’t use. Make
sure you check cleaning products for an expiry date. If
you have products you don’t use (but aren’t too old)
give them to friends/family who might appreciate them.
 
Take the opportunity to clean the drawers, benches and
cupboards while they're empty. Even give your cleaning
products a clean!! Yep — that’s happening!!
 
Safely dispose of your rubbish pile. Make sure you
throw out expired chemicals and cleaners in a safe
way. Check with your local council on how best to do
this where you live. Recycle any recyclables.
 
If you’ve put anything aside to donate to friends pack it
up and place it somewhere handy — somewhere that will
prompt you to donate as soon as possible. Straight into
the boot of your car is always good!
 
Anything you are keeping can now be put back into
your laundry, keeping in mind your plans in step 1. 
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